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CONDITIONS OF SALE.

I. The highest bidder to be the buyer ; and if any dispute arise between bidders,

the lot so disputed shall be immediately put up again, provided the auctioneer

cannot decide the said dispute.

II. No person to advance less than Is. ; above five pounds 2s. Gd.; and so on in

proportion.

III. All lots are sold subject to the right to impose a reserve ; and subject to the right

to bid by or on behalf of the seller.

IV. The purchasers to give in their names and places of abode, and to pay down 10s.

in the pound, if required, in part payment of the purchase-money, in default

of which the lot or lots purchased will be immediately put up again and re-sold.

V. The lots to be taken away, at the buyer's expense, immediately after the conclusion

of the sale ; in default of which Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge will

not hold themselves responsible if lost, stolen, damaged, or otherwise destroyed,

but they will be left at the sole risk of the purchaser. If, at the expiration of

One Week after the conclusion of the sale, the books or other property are

not cleared or paid for, they will then be catalogued for immediate sale, and

the expenses, the same as if re-sold, will be added to the amount at which the

books were bought. Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge will have the

option of re-selling the lots uncleared, either by public or private sale, without

any notice being given to the defaulter.

VI. All the books are presumed to be perfect, unless otherwise expressed ; but if,

upon collating, any should prove defective, the purchaser will be at liberty to

take or reject them, provided they are returned within Ten Days after the

conclusion of the sale, when the purchase-money will be returned.

VII. The sale of any book or books is not to be set aside on account of any worm-

holes, stained or short leaves of text or plates, want of list of plates or blank

leaves, or on account of the publication of any subsequent volume, supplement,

appendix, or plates. All the manuscripts, autographs, all magazines and

reviews, all books in lots, and all tracts in lots or volumes, will be sold with

all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The sale of any illustrated

book, lot of prints or drawings, is not to be set aside on account of any error

in the enumeration of the numbers stated, or error of description.

VIII. No Imperfect Book will be taken back, unless a note accompanies each book,

stating its imperfections, with the number of lot and date of the sale at which

the same was purchased.

IX. To prevent inaccuracy in the delivery, and inconvenience in the settlement of

the purchases, no lot can on any account be removed during the time of sale.

X. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, the money required and

deposited in part of payment shall be forfeited ; and if any loss is sustained

in the re-selling of such lots as are not cleared or paid for, all charges on such

resale shall be made good by the defaulters at this sale.

Gentlemen who cannot attend this Sale may have their Commissions faithfully

executed by their humble Servants,

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE,
34 & 35, New Bond Street, London, W.{\)

Telegraphic Address :
" Abinitio, Phone, London." Telephone: Mayfair 4689.

In sending Commissions this Catalogue may be referred to as "FLAVIAN."

Commissions sent by Telephone are accepted only at the sender's risk,

and must be confirmed by letter or telegram.

* Owing to difficulties of transit. 21 days will be allowed during the War to Buyers residing more tYian

five miles from Ciiannri Cross, but unless notice of alleged Imperfections is received by Messrs. S. W. St H.

within that time, no book will be taken back.



PREFATORY NOTE.

TN the case of this superb and unique collection we have

been glad to accept the suggestion of the learned owner that

he should himself prepare the catalogue. This, in consequence,

has the advantage not only of the owner's scholarly knowledge,

but of many interesting personal touches which would otherwise

be lacking.

Generally, with the exception of the last two lots, which are

printed books, and therefore formed no part of the owner's

original collection of 100 MSS., all the items included in this

sale have been fully described in the well-known catalogue which

was prepared by the owner, with the assistance of Dr. Montague

Rhodes James, now Provost of Eton, and other learned experts,

including Sir George Warner, late Keeper of the MSS. at the

British Museum, Sir E. Maunde Thompson, K.C.B., Mr. S. C.

Cockerel 1, and others. Accordingly it has not been necessary

to insert in this catalogue many details of description such as

are usually given. References to this catalogue and to the volumes

of Illustrations appear at the head of the descriptions of each

manuscript.

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE.

March, 1919.
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PRELIMINARY.

A
T the opening of the 7th Volume of my " Illustrations of

100 MSS." I inserted the following note:

—

POST SCRIPTUM.

Now that I have done all I can by way of description and reproduction of

these fascinating works of art, the question arises as to how the Hundred

Illuminated Manuscripts shall be finally disposed of.

After consideration, I have decided that the best course for me, in all the

circumstances, is, with three or four exceptions, to sell the whole collection

by auction.

I am aware that some would prefer that I should make an arrangement by

which the collection might be permanently kept together. In the case, how-

ever, of a small group of books, in which each individual is so important as to

be well qualified to stand by itself, I prefer that the volumes should be in

private hands, rather than be merged in any public collection.

I have decided, therefore, that these precious manuscripts, which have been

to me of such absorbing interest, shall go, in the language of Kdmond de

Goncourt's will, " mix licriticrs Jc mes gouts."

Unless I am over tempted by some previous private oiler, the sale of the first

portion of the manuscripts will probably be announced at no distant date ; and

I can only hope that future possessors will obtain from them as much pleasure

as they have given me.
H. Y. THOMPSON.

19, Portman Square, London.

1 Sept. 1918.

In fulfilment of this intention, I design to sell these MSS.

in three portions, each containing about thirty lots, which will in

the main follow the order in which the MSS. occur in the seven

volumes of my " Illustrations," in which every one of them is

represented, often on a larger scale than can be employed in a sale

catalogue. In the present portion 28 of the 100 MSS. are included,

all but one of which are contained in the first three volumes of

" Illustrations."

B



( vi )

The "Metz Pontifical," which is in Vol. Ill of the "Illustra-

tions," is not included. It was bequeathed to me by the late Sir

Thomas Brooke, and I have recently presented it to the Fitzwilliam

Museum at Cambridge, in memory of my generous friend. Another

volume, the "Ciceronis Orationes," in Vol. II, was discarded some

time ago.

I have also to note that, since I have been busy about this sale

catalogue, the MS. entitled "The Psalter of Isabelle of France"

has been acquired by friends of the Fitzwilliam Museum. In

place of this MS., which was in Vol. I of the " Illustrations," I

have substituted another Psalter of the same date, and resembling

in some of its characteristics the Psalter of Isabelle of France.

To complete the number of thirty volumes I have added two

printed books, which both contain miniatures of great interest,

and which, therefore, I have thought not unworthy to rank with

illuminated MSS.

I give as a frontispiece to this catalogue a small general

photograph of the " Metz Pontifical," showing two of its charac-

teristic pages, partly for its inherent interest, partly as illustrative

of and for comparison with a similar MS., lot IV, in this sale.

Of each book in the sale I give one or two facsimiles, in some

cases necessarily reduced in size, with a cursory description,

referring persons interested to the four volumes of my catalogue,

where they will find the fullest possible descriptions from the hand

of learned experts.

Of the thirty lots in the present sale, eight were obtained by

me from the Library of Lord Ashburnham, and five from that of

M. Ambroise Firmin-Didot, the great Paris publisher, whose col-

lection occupied a position of similar predominance in France to

that of Lord Ashburnham in England. Both collections were

made about the same period of the 19th century, when such

achievements were comparatively easy.

H. Y. THOMPSON.

March, 1919.



CATALOGUE
OF

®imntn-^t0ljt Illuminate Jltamtsmpis
AND

Ihirr lflhtminai£ft $3rmt£& Itonks,

THE PROPERTY OF

HENRY YATES THOMPSON.

N.B.— Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge are authorised by

the owner to state that the portion of his collection con-

tained in the present catalogue will be sold by auction,

and that no private offer before the sale will now be
considered.

LOT I.

GALLICAX MISSAL.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. II, no. 69.

H. Y. T. Illustrations o/lOO MSS., vol. I, pi. Mil.

Vellum, 11J by 8£ in., ff. 184, 40 Miniatures, mostly Historiatcd

Initials. Cent. XI (c. 1060).

Binding : Red velvet, modern gilt edges, gaumed.

This is one of the most aneient volumes in the collection, and

has the remarkable peculiarity that, with the exception of three or

B 2
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four folios, not the most important, being missing, the preservation

is perfect. It contains 11 full-page miniatures and 19 large initials,

and the interlaced scroll-work is a fine example of the taste of the

period.

The late Mr. Weale's ingenuity was tested in fixing the date

and place of the book through the various Saints mentioned in the

Kalendar and in the Proper of Saints. His investigations led him

to attribute it to the diocese of Langres, in N. E. France.

What strikes me most about this MS. is its strong resemblance,

in the entire absence of gold and its pale and subdued colouring, to a

Psalter of the Gallican version in the British Museum (Arundel, LX),

which was certainly written in England, and probably at New-
minster. I cannot help thinking that the same artist had to do

with both these manuscripts, and that he was probably a French-

man. The Newminster MS. differs from others of the Winchester

school by being, like this, entirely without gold.

This volume came to me from the Library of the Earl of

Ashburnham (Appendix, no. xliii).

Plate 1, f. lv. A fine initial D containing a figure of Christ—a cross in His

right hand, a book in His left. He tramples underfoot a wivern and a

dragon. " Super aspidem et basiliscum ambuiabis, et concalcabis leonem

et draconem." Psalm 91.

Plate 2, f. 155v. This page is from the Proper of Saints. In the upper half

the Emperor Heraclius is advancing against Jerusalem. An Angel bars

his entry, and tells him that the Christ entered Jerusalem meekly riding

on an ass. In the lower half he is represented approaching humbly on

foot, followed by his soldiers barefoot.
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LOT II.

PSALTER OF PREMY, NEAR CAMBRAI.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, fourth series, no. CVII.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. VII, pi. X.

Vellum, 6£ by 4f in., ff. 253, 7 Miniatures. Third quarter,

Cent. XIII.

Binding: Leather, early 16th century. A Netherlandish panel

stamp, representing St. John the Baptist preaching, occurs

twice on each cover, in a frame of fleur-de-lys. Rebacked.

This Manuscript is called as above because its first known

owner was a nun who belonged to the small Augustinian convent

of Premy, near Cambrai, in the country so recently occupied by

German troops. It really dates back to the time when St. Louis

was King of France, and, in some interesting particulars, closely

resembles the famous Hours of St. Louis, which is one of the gems

of the National Library of France, and those of his sister Isabelle

of France, of which I printed an exhaustive account in 1905, and

which is No. lxxxv in my collection.

This little volume, which I have rather depreciatingly described

as a poor relation of the two Royal books, is as nearly as possible

of the same period, and has a remarkable resemblance to those

magnificent volumes in the colouring and character of the bouts

dc Hgnc in which it abounds. These contain numerous armorial

devices, most prominent among them those of France and Castile,

which occur about fifty tunes in combination, and point manifestly

to St. Louis and his mother, Blanche of Castile.

Plate 3. The Kalendar page and initial to the 1st Psahn sufficiently show

the script- and the decoration ; but the bouts dc Hgne can only be appre-

ciated when t lie colours can lie seen.





LOT III.

LA SAIXTE ABBAYE, Etc.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. I, no. 40.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. I, pi. VI-IX.

Vellum, 10 by 71 in., ft. 82. Cent. XIV (1300-1320).

Binding: Modern vellum.

For a scholarly account of the contents of this Manuscript

reference must be made to Dr. James's elaborate description in my

catalogue (vol. I, pp. 225-232). From this we gather that the word

"Jacques," written in a 15th century hand on each of the illumi-

nations, indicates that the book, about a century after it was written,

belonged to the great book collector, Jacques d'Armagnac, Due de

Nemours, and that the original MS. contained live religious treatises

in one volume. It was subsequently in the possession of the Comte

de Bastard, and then, or later, it was divided, and the longest tract,

" La Somrae le Roy," is now in the British Museum.

This, the first portion, containing lour tracts, relating mainly

to the convent life of the period, came into my hands from the

Didot family in 1895. As to the execution of the script and minia-

tures, Dr. James says: " The volume contains lour full-page pictures,

three of which are in the very highest style of French art. It is

difficult to imagine anything more absolutely finished and perfect

in their kind than these three pages. Besides the paintings, on

which it is useless to spend more words, the initials and writing ot

the first three tracts are of quite first-class execution. Those of the

fourth tract (f. 53) are poor in comparison."



( 6 )

PLATE 4, f. 1. This composition illustrates the ideal state of the Sainte

Abbaye. The central figure represents the first person of the Trinity,

with the Dove and the Paschal Lamb above and below Him. The
symbols of the Evangelists, the Virgin and St. Peter, with angels and

seraphs, complete the upper part of the picture.

Below, the Abbess kneeling, with a red crozier in her hand, looks up

at the Lamb. A nun kneels behind her. In the text it is said that

Madame Charite is Abbess, Sainte Sapience is Prioress, and Honeste

mistress of the novices. Probably the last-named is represented in the

left-hand compartment, instructing two novices in the alphabet, and

holding a birch-rod in her hand.



Lot III.

Original size, <)!,'• by 7$»«.
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LOT IV.

BREVIARY OF MARGUERITE DE BAR (VERDUN
BREVIARY).

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. I, no. 39.

H. Y.T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. I, pi. X.

Vellum, 1H by 8 in. ff. 358, 2. Cent. XIII (1290-1310).

Binding : Modern vellum.

This is one of four Manuscript volumes, all of great importance,

all closely connected with the diocese of Metz and with the great

family of De Bar. The best known of them is the " Metz Pontifical,"

formerly in the possession of Sir Thomas Brooke, and by him

bequeathed to me in 1908. I have recently presented it to the

Fitzwilliam Museum, and, as it formed one of my 100 MSS., I am

giving an illustration of it as a frontispiece to this catalogue. The

second is the "Rituale Metense," still, it is to be hoped, in the

Bibliotheque de la Ville at Metz, which I only know through photo-

graphs. The third is the MS. now under consideration, of which

the second volume belongs to the public Library of Verdun.

This volume was bought by me in Paris, in 1896, and is so

profusely decorated, that the number of illustrations described in

my catalogue amounts to no less than 741, historiated initials,

grotesques, Bible scenes, etc.

In one respect it is superior to the Metz Pontifical, for the

numerous coats-of-arms which appear in both have, in the Metz

Pontifical, been defaced ; not so completely, however, that some

cannot be, with some little difficulty, recognized as identical with

those in the present volume, which has been left untouched. The

two books belonged to a brother and sister, Reinhold de Bar,

Bishop of Metz, and Marguerite de Bar, Abbess of the convent of

Saint-Maur at Verdun.
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As to the date of execution, Dr. James comes to the conclusion

that this book was, at any rate, begun before the Met/. Pontifical.

As to where it was produced, there is no evidence. The grandeur

of the family of De Bar may be gathered from the numerous Royal

and distinguished alliances shown by the coats-of-arms profusely

distributed through the pages, the most prominent being, naturally,

the two fish of the De Bar family.

PLATE 5, f. 316. This page contains the beginning of the service for the Dedi-

cation of a Church, and gives a good sample of the script and general

decoration of the MS. It contains, however, no specimens of the cari-

catures. The arms of Bar, two fish with crozier, and label for the brother

Bishop, appear several times in the border and on the chasuble of Bishop

Reinhold, who is represented in the initial P, entering a church. At the

foot of the page we see King Solomon at prayer before an altar.

Plate 6. Two examples of the grotesques with which the borders of the book

are profusely adorned.
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LOT V.

HOURS OF JEANNE II, QUEEN OF NAVARRE.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. II, no. 75.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. I, pi. XI-XXV.

Vellum, 7 by 5± ill. ff. 271, 108 miniatures of various sizes. Cent.

XIV." (1336-1348).

Binding : Citron morocco with gold tooling, of the end of the

18th Cent. It resembles the work done at Toulouse by

the English binder of Count Macarthy, and several of the

tools are identical with those used by him.

Like the Psalter of lsabelle of France, this volume has been

the subject of much writing, and, like it has the distinction of being

placed by M. Delisle in his monumental " Notice de Douze Livres

Royaux," where it appears as no. X. In my catalogue it is

elaborately described by Mr. S. C. Cockerell (pp. 151-183), with a

careful analysis of the four "hands " which are responsible for the

miniatures. I myself wrote in 1899, for presentation to the Rox-

burghe Club, a history of the vicissitudes of the book, from the

date of its production, about 1334, to my purchase of it from the

Ashburnham Library. In this I was much assisted by M. Aug.

Longnon's "Documents Parisiens snr l'lconographie de Saint

Louis" (Paris, 1882).

Among the most remarkable features of the MS. are the twelve

pages of the Kalendar, with their curious illustration of the conflict

between the Old and the New Dispensation, the Church and the

Synagogue, which are found in three or four other famous books,

and are of great beauty and significance.

After the time of its first owner, the book disappeared until

some three hundred years later, when the famous Peiresc discovered

it in a Paris convent, and made careful drawings from it ot the
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scries of miniatures, 8 in number, of the Hours of St. Louis, con-

taining, each of them, a portrait of the King and some scene from

his life. The book also contains (f. 150), a portrait of King

Philip VI of Valois and his wife, Jeanne of Burgundy, kneeling

before the relics of the Sainte Chapelle, which had been brought to

Paris from Constantinople. Of the 78 large miniatures in this

wonderful book, it is only possible here to reproduce two.

PLATE 7, f. 97. St. Loui> gbing to Reims to be crowned. The little King,

eleven years old, is with his mother, Blanche of Castille, in a rich tilted

Waggon, accompanied by nobles on horseback.

PLATE 8, I. 123v. Queen Jeanne, crowned and holding a book, is addressed

by her guardian angel, who holds her left hand and points to an old

beggar, who, with three children, beseeches alms. I consider this one

of the most beautiful conceptions of the miniaturists of the 14th century;

the Oueen, the angel and the beggar group, are given with exquisite skill

and delicacy.



Plate

7.

Lot V.

Same size as original.
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LOT VI.

THE TALBOT HOURS.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. II, no. 83.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. I, pi. XXVI-XXVII.

Vellum, 10f by 4£ in. ff. 5 and 139, 26 Min. Cent XV (c. 1430).

Binding : The original wooden boards, bare.

There is a very long and elaborate account of this MS. in the

great Didot catalogue, by Didot's friend and librarian, M. Paw-

lowski, who is of opinion that it was made in Normandy, or, at

any rate, in N.W. France, The miniatures are of varying excel-

lence ; the portraits, prayers, verses, and various personal allu-

sions make the volume of great interest for the career of John

Talbot, first Earl of Shrewsbury. About the year 1433 that

great General married as his second wife Margaret Beauchamp,

eldest daughter of Richard Beauchamp, fifth Earl of Warwick; and

there is good reason for supposing that this Book of Hours was

made for Talbot on that occasion. Twenty years afterwards Talbot

was killed in an affray at Chatillon, near Bordeaux, by a band of

Bretons. This Prayer Book, which had been made of a peculiarly

long and narrow form, so as to be suitable to be carried in the

holsters, seems to have been picked up on the battlefield, and only

reappeared four hundred years later in a shop at Nantes, whence it

found its way into the library of M. Ambroise Firmin-Didot.

PLATE 9. Gives the lower portion of 1". 7v, and contains the coats of arms and

emblems of the bridal pair, their initials, plentiful daisies (for Marguerite),

and on the central ribbon, the motto adopted by Talbot : Mon seal disir

au roy el vous. (The upper half of the page shows the Earl and his

bride, accompanied by their patron Saints, St. George and St. Margaret,

kneeling before the Virgin.)







Piatt
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LOT VII.

THE HOURS OF MARGARET BEAUCHAMP.

H. Y, T. Catalogue, vol. II, no. 84.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. I, pi. XXVIII.

Vellum, 8f by -U in. ff. 102, 31 Min. Cent. XV (c. 1430).

Binding: Brown leather of Cent. XVII.

Two years before my acquisition of the Hours of John Talbot

(Lot VI), I obtained from Lord Ashburnham the companion volume,

evidently produced in the same atelier, whether in Paris or Nor-

mandy, for the same occasion, the marriage of Margaret Beauchamp

to the English hero. It is impossible to say how it found its way

in 1610 to the Monastery of St. Willebrord, at Epternach in Luxem-

bourg. That is the only clue we have to its adventures during the

four hundred years which elapsed before it entered the library of

Lord Ashburnham.

It is a strange coincidence that these two volumes, which can

never have met since the lifetime of their original owners, should

rind themselves together again, in my collection. Though the MSS.

arc evidently companions, that of the bride is somewhat smaller

and of superior workmanship.

PLATE 10. The frontispiece to the Kalcndar, arranged on exactly the same linc^

as the corresponding page in the Talbot Hours. The picture at the Lop

shows the same personages somewhat differently arranged ; the lower

part has more daisies and fewer crests or emblems, and the coats of arms

on the banners have been completely obliterated.
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LOT VIII.

MISSAL OF THE CARMELITES OF NANTES.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. I, no. 34.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. I, pi. XXIX-XL.

Vellum, 15£ by 10] in. ff. 274, 91 Min. Incl. Kalendar. Cent. XV
(1445 ?-1476).

Binding: Dark blue morocco, by Bozerian.

This volume belonged without doubt to the Carmelites of

Nantes, and its pictured decorations render it a unique monument
of the history of the Dukes of Brittany. It was among the books

from the Hamilton Library purchased by the German Government

and resold by them in 1889 (Lot 30). It is perhaps unique among
Missals by reason of the series of historical portraits which it

contains, and which embrace the Dukes of Brittany and their

families from John IV, who began his reign in 1345, to Francis II,

who died in 1487. The monastery of the Carmelites of Nantes

was completed in the reign of John IV (died 1399) ; one of the

miniatures (f. 7), shows the building in progress ; from the

windows of the cloister the master-builder and the Superior look

out at the workmen, one of whom is putting blue tiles on the roof,

while others work on blocks of stone, under the direction of a

white-robed Carmelite.

Of the 91 miniatures, no 'less than twelve deal with the per-

sonalities of the Dukes of Brittany, chiefly family parties of the Dukes,

in which their wives and daughters all have their coats-of-arms

embroidered on their skirts ; but three of them deal with remark-

able passages in the life of Duke John V, one of which is reproduced

here (pi. 11). In the first, John and his brother Richard are

seen confined in some castle in Brittany, having been treacherously

captured by Olivier, Comte de Penthievre. In the same picture is

c
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another Castle, that of Pevensey, with a narrow channel between,

in which the Duke's brother, Arthur de Richemont and his mother

are imprisoned. They are all looking out of barred windows.

With a view to his deliverance, John made a vow to pay to the

Carmelites of Nantes his weight in gold. He is shown (pi. 11)

being weighed against gold vessels of many forms. In a still

further miniature (f. 130v), John is seen paying the remainder of

his vow in jewels, which he hands to the Abbot from a round

vessel which his page holds.

Although the artistic work is not of the very first order, and

most probably the production of some provincial artist, the drawing

is extremely realistic and spirited, and not without a sense of

humour. I know no other instance where historical episodes of

this description are chronicled in a religious book. They are

evidently introduced owing to the intimate connection of the

ducal family with the Carmelite monastery. Of the Monastery

we have a picture in the great Crucifixion scene (pi. 12), the last

of the historic illustrations, which must have been added after

1471, when Duke Francis II married Marguerite de Foix, and

before 1476, when their famous daughter Anne, who by her mar-

riage with two French Kings united Brittany to the kingdom of

France, was born.

Plate 11. The Weighing of Duke John V (see above).

Plate 12. The Crucifixion and portraits of Duke Francis II and Marguerite

de Foix (see above).
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LOT IX.

BOETHIUS DE CONSOLATIONE PHILOSOPHISE (in French).

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. I, no. 45.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS.
}
vol. I, pi. XLI-XLIV.

Vellum, 9g by 6 b
7

in. ff. 158, 5 Min. Cent. XV (1480).

Binding : Purple velvet.

There are five decorated pages in this beautiful book, and a

great deal of excellent pen-work. It was written in Paris about

1480, and came to me from the library of M. Ambroise Firmin-Didot.

PLATE 13, f. 1. The opening page, which I reproduce here, gives an interest-

ing view of Paris, with the King's Palace and the Pont an Change. On
the left the King, Philip IV, sits under a canopy ; he is attended by six

counsellors, and his horse, saddled and bridled, waits in the street. On
the right of the picture is the author or translator, with a graceful lady in

white, Philosophy, supervising his labours. The medallion above and the

letters M. and X. have not been satisfactorily explained.

C 2
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LOT X.

VIE DE JESUS-CHRIST {Tom. II).

H. Y. T. Catalogue, vol. I, no. 39.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. I, pi. XLV-XLVIII.

Vellum, 14 by 10 in. ft". 336, 2 half-page Min. and more than 80

the width of the column, 3 in. Cent. XVI (1500-1508).

Binding : Contemporary stamped leather, French.

This MS. is the second volume of a Life of Christ, the first

being in the Tresor of the Cathedral of Lyons. It was made for

Philippe de Gueldres, who in 1485 married Rene II, Duke of Lor-

raine. The initials of herself and her husband and their arms are

in the borders of the opening page of the book. Rene died in

1508, and the MS. was probably made shortly before that date. As

soon as Philippe had seen her son proclaimed Duke, she retired to

the convent of Ste. Claire at Pont-a-Mousson, where she died in

1547, at the age of 85.

Plate 14, f. 137. In the foreground of this picture is the Red Sea, very red,

and full of horses and men in gold helmets, and various coloured armour.

In the centre is King Pharaoh, with arms out-stretched. On the shore

behind is a vast crowd of Israelites led by Moses and Aaron ; the rocks

of Sinai beyond.
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LOT XI.

MARTYROLOGY, Etc. A Great Monte Cassino Manuscript.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, series I, no. 8.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. II, pi. I-IV.

Vellum, Hi by 10^ in. ff. 190, 2 whole-page Initials, and numerous

smaller ones in the text. Cent. XII.

This volume was produced about the middle of the 12th

century, or possibly earlier, for some monastery in Southern

Italy, whose patron was Saint Bartholomew. The probability

is that it was written at the Benedictine Convent of Monte

Cassino. It is not easy to say from what source these monks

derived their peculiar style of writing and decoration. Where

the human figure is portrayed, as in many of their MSS. at Monte

Cassino, and in the few copies that survive at the Vatican and

in Paris, both faces and costume indicate a Byzantine origin.

On the other hand the initials have little in common with Greek

work, and their intricate patterns suggest rather an Irish, or at

all events a Western influence. Unfortunately in the present

volume the page or pages which contained pictures have been

removed. The initials and script, however, are of the best period,

and I know of no other example of a Monte Cassino book in

England or America, with the exception of one in the Bodleian

Library. When I bought this book in Frankfurt 26 years ago I

little knew what a treasure I had lit upon ; still less did Mr. Baer,

of Frankfurt, who sold it to me.
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Plate IS, f. 86v. This great letter is the initial to the text of the Rule of Saint

Benedict. It is an M in the form of a pair of horse-shoe arches, which

may possibly indicate an Oriental influence. The ground of the interior

is gold, and the interlacings are light brown, blue and green. At top and

bottom of the central column is a pair of beasts, and within are eleven

pairs of white beasts.

Following the large initial is a line of gold capitals, on blue ground,

mottled with white, the rest being in black capitals on gold ground. The
words arc as follow :

" Monachorum quattuor esse genera manifestum

est."

Note the somewhat barbaric but exceedingly bold and striking arrange-

ments of form and colour in this remarkable capital letter.

Plate 16, f. 117v. Contains specimens of the smaller initials with which the

volume abounds. The script is in a line bold Lombardic hand, and the

ink is of a brilliant black, and has stood well the test of eight hundred

years.
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LOT XII.

VITA CRISTI Etc. ICONIBUS DEPICTA.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, third series, no. LXXXI.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. II, pi. V-XV.

Vellum, 9| by 7 in. ff. 20, painted on each side, except the first and

last which are painted on one side only and pasted down on

the binding. First half of XIV Century.

Binding : Crimson morocco, covering probably original boards.

This interesting and perplexing little volume is without any

text or script, and the various art experts who have examined the

thirty-eight paintings which it contains have differed much in their

attribution. On the whole, I think the weight of opinion points to

Siena and the Sienese School as its probable origin. The date may

be about 1300. I have seen some paintings by Duccio which

struck me as similar, though superior.

No less than eleven of the pictures are reproduced in vol. II of

my " Illustrations." I have been informed that Sir Edward Burne-

Jones expressed unbounded and enthusiastic admiration of these

paintings.
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Plate 17, f. 22. Christ ascending His cross. This is an unusual rendering

of the subject. The executioner hands Him a hammer as if to indicate

that He was to nail Himself to the cross—an impossible suggestion based

probably on some Byzantine legend. There are similar pictures in two

13th century Bibles Moralisecs at Vienna (Co. 1179 and 2554). See also

a triptych reproduced by Salomon Reinach (Repertoire de peintures,

1905, p. 14), and attributed to Giotto.

Platk 18, f. 37. This is the last of four pictures dealing with the life of a

hitherto unidentified Saint. The others are (1), the Saint giving figs to a

cripple ; (2), A smart youth in pink gives money to an old woman. The

old woman seems to bargain, the Saint (clad in grey edged with white),

seems to expostulate. Is the old woman bargaining for her daughter ?

(3), in the upper part the Saint adores the cross ; in the lower part he

preaches to a number of people. (4), the picture of which I give a fac-

simile, which shows the Saint lying in his coffin in a tree, guarded by

soldiers. It would be interesting if anyone could throw light on the

identitv of this Saint.
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LOT XIII.

THE BENTIVOGLIO BIBLE.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, series I, no. 4.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. II, pi. XVI-XXI.

Vellum, 113- by 8± in. ff. 558, 87 Miniatures. Cent. XIV.

Binding: Modern dark green morocco, by Gruel.

This is the only Italian Bible in my collection. It is in fine

condition, and the rich Venetian colouring and massive red gold

give the pages a very gay appearance. There is a great deal of

pretty delicate pen-work. Some of the pages have been unfor-

tunately disfigured by subsequent additions of ornament in an

inferior style.

It seems to have been written for a Franciscan House, and to

have come later into the possession of a member of the Bentivoglio

family, whose arms Per betid indented or and gules are in every case

painted over the original arms.

PLATE 19, f. I03v. The opening page of Judges. Joshua in bed dying

surrounded by his friends. In the decoration below arc two curious

half-length figures ;
note the cock and the red and black beetle.
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LOT XIV.

LIBER TROJAN US.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, series I, no. 44.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. II, pi. XXII-XXV.

Vellum, 13 by 9 in. ft. 88, 176 pictures in the text. Cent. XIV

(1450).

Binding: Red morocco, French, 18th Century.

This volume is of a rare and interesting character. Italian lay

books of the 14th century, profusely illustrated, are not often seen,

and this particular MS. is proved to be of Venetian origin by a

number of faintlv written instructions to the illuminator, which

have by accident not been erased, and which are in the Venetian

dialect. Mr. Nathaniel E. Griffin, of Princeton, who collated

many MSS. of this book, told me that this is the third earliest he

has met with, and that he knew of only one other with miniatures.

Plate 20, f. 38v. In the first of these two pictures four Greek ships are about

to touch land at Troy. In the second their landing is being resisted by

the Trojans, two of whom charge out of the city gate on horseback.
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LOT XV.

THE PONTIFICAL OF ANDREA CALDERINI.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, series II, no. 90.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. II, pi. XXVI-

XXXIII.

Vellum, 14| by 10£ in. ft", iii, 144, 78 Miniatures. Cent. XIV

(1378-1385).

Binding : Nineteenth century English, dark maroon morocco, tooled

with Gothic designs.

Andrea Calderini was Bishop of Ceneda, a small town at the

foot of the Venetian Alps, about forty miles north of Venice, from

1378 to 1385. The MS. passed afterwards into the hands of another

Bishop, whose arms, a stag's head cabossed and a chief argent, have

been painted over earlier work throughout the volume.

Ceneda is now merged in the neighbouring and larger town of

Vittorio. When I visited the place in 1901 I saw the arms and

dates of all the Bishops displayed in the sacristy, but the stags' heads

were not there, and the Calderini arms were quite different. The

arms remain somewhat of a mystery, but it is clear that the book

was admirably written and illustrated for Bishop Calderini, and

ought to have been kept carefully for ever in the picturesque

cathedral of Ceneda.

The decoration is a magnificent example of the period in North

Italy
;

the rich, bold colour design and figure-painting give a

gorgeous effect to the pages, and a special feature of the book is

the immense amount of graceful pen-work in red and blue. The
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extraordinarily varied patterns displayed on many pages, give a

unique value to this book.

Plate 21, f. 107v. The Pope, attended by Italian Cardinal-Bishops, places

an Imperial crown on the head of the Emperor. The presence of a

German emperor, with his suite of flaxen-haired giants, kneeling before

an Italian Pope, attended by a company of dark-haired Italians of a

refined and intellectual type, give a peculiar interest to this plate.

Plate 22, f. 51. A specimen of the penwork with which the book is pro-

fusely ornamented.
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LOT XVI.

SECRETA SECRETORUM. TESORO OF BRUNETTO
LATIN I, Etc.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, series III, no. 89.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS. vol. II, pi. XXXIV-

XXXVII.

Vellum, 9^ by 7 in. ft". 144, 53 Pictures. Dated 1425.

Binding : Modern dark red morocco, by Gruel.

This volume was written in 1425 by one Bartholomeo de

Lorenzo daFighine, and is a distinctly Florentine production. The

only illuminated portion is the Tesoro, of which an abridged text

is given (ft. 42-85). The pictures are in the text. Some are framed,

some unframed. The colours are bright and light ; the gold is

small in amount and unburnished.

It is interesting to find a book so satisfactorily signed and

dated ; Fighine, the native place of the scribe, is half-way between

Florence and Arezzo.

Plait. 23, f. 50. On this page Nimrod, behind whom stands an armed
guard, directs the building of the Tower of Babel. Below, Zoroaster,

the inventor of magic, beckons to two demons, who are horned and

winged. Zoroaster stands in a magic circle and holds a red book.
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LOT XVII,

ARISTOTELIS ET ALIORUM TRACTATUS.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, series I, no. 46.

H. Y.T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. II, pi. XXXVIII-

XL1I.

Vellum, 10| by 1\ in. ff. 64, 10 borders. Cent. XV (c. 1450).

Binding : Black leather over boards, stamped with elaborate cable

patterns Venetian (?), and gold dots.

The binding of this volume is noticeable for its tine condition

and handsome semi-Oriental Venetian pattern. It is of black

leather (said to be camel's hide) over boards, with gold dots and

rings.

The decoration of this book consists of ten borders in grisaille

of birds, flowers, foliage, etc. I know no Italian grisaille work so

delicate and tasteful, with its slight admixture of pale blue, green

and pink, and bright gold dots.

PLATE 24, f. 2. One of the characteristic borders, but the reproduction doc-*

not give a correct idea of the extreme lightness of the colouring.
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LOT XVIII.

PETRARCH : SONNETS AND TRIUMPHS.

H.Y. T. Catalogue, third series, no. XCII.

H.Y.T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. II, pi. XLIII-

XLVII.

Vellum, 8| by 4iin. ft. 196, 7 Miniatures. Cent. XV (c. 1470-80).

Binding: Italian red morocco, 18th century.

This charming little volume of certain Florentine origin was

thrown in as a make-weight when I was bargaining with an Italian

nobleman for a splendid example of an early English Apocalypse of

the 13th century in a famous city on the coast of the Adriatic. The

pictures contained in it, seven in number, are characteristic of the

best period of Italian art, and should be compared with the full-page

pictures of the still more splendid Petrarch, written by Sinibaldi,

1476, in the Bibliotheque Nationale (Ital. 548), in which the border

work is of exactly the same character.

The arms on the binding seem to show that some time in the

18th century the book belonged to a member of the family of

Albani of Bergamo.

PLATE 25, f. 11. The two opening pages of the Sonnets, considerably re-

duced. Apollo pursues Daphne, from whose head springs a hay tree.

Doubtless this is symbolical of the love affairs of Petrarch and Laura.
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LOT XIX.

CASSIODORI EPISTOLARUM LIBRI XII.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, series I, no. 50.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS.
t
vol. II, pi. XLIX, L.

Vellum, 13| by 9 in. ff. 265. Cent. XVI (1510).

Binding : Brown leather with silver and blind tooling, and the

arms of Leo X (1509-1519), surmounted by a tiara, painted

in the centre of each cover.

The merit of this interesting volume is that it seems to have

been written for Giuliano di Medici, the brother of Leo X, the

famous Medici Pope, in whose library it ultimately found a place.

It is beautifully written, but has only one page of fine illumina-

tions. Although a late book (about 1510), it has the rare merit of

having been written for a famous family, the opening page pro-

fusely adorned with the various emblems of that family, and the

contemporary binding, of the best Roman work, decorated with

the arms of a famous Pope.

PLATE 26, f. 1. A beautiful partial border. Above, the arms of Leo X, sup-

ported by two angels ; at the top of the border, on the left, are three

plumes, white, red and green (the future colours of United Italy), a large

gold ring with a gem, and a scroll inscribed " SEMPER." In the centre of

the same border is a medallion containing, according to Dr. lames, a bow
and ring, with scroll and motto " SUAVE." The bow and ring look to me
more like a yoke. Above it is a capital N. This gold N, according to

Dr. Biagi, generally means that the volume belonged to the Duke of

Nemours—Giuliano, son of Lorenzo, and brother of Giovanni, the Pope.

Giuliano was born in 1478, and died in 1516. Exiled in 1494, he returned

to Florence in 1512. In 1515 lie married Philiberta of Savoy, and was

made Duke of Nemours.
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LOT XX.

LATIN GOSPELS. NINTH CENTURY.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, fourth series, no. C.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. I-VIII.

Vellum, llf by 9 in. ft". 204. Cent. IX.

Binding : Modern vellum.

This copy of the Gospels is the earliest specimen of the

Illuminator's art which I possess. It was produced probably in the

Monastery of St. Martin at Tours about the middle of the ninth

century. Of this there is, however, no proof. It is inferred from

the style of the decoration and of the writing which is a beautiful

Caroline hand, while for the prologues a different script is used,

uncials or half uncials.

The rubrics before each Gospel are written in large burnished

gold capitals on purple panels, and are enclosed in decorative

border.-. The opening words of the first Gospel are, unfortunately,

missing. The three other Gospels begin with superb initials of a

most intricate kind, the accompanying words being of burnished

gold, and for the most part in large capitals. The great initial l's

to Mark and John arc particularly magnificent. St. Jerome's

general preface also begins with a grand initial N of the width of

the text. The other prologues are adorned with smaller but still

very large initials of the same kind.

The Eusebian Canons occupy six pages, one leaf being missing.

The arches enclosing the Canons are very ornamental, the columns

being of patterned gold or silver or painted to imitate marble,

with elaborate capitals. The condition of the book is remarkably

good, considering its antiquity.

Plate 27. The initial I to the Gospel of St. John. II must be remarked

that the reduction in size much destroys the effect of the original.
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LOT XXI.

BEATUS SUPER APOCALYPSIM.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, second series, no. 97.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. IX-XIX.

Vellum, 15 by 11 in. ff. 302. Cent. IX (894 ?).

Binding : Modern purple velvet.

This volume was produced in the year 894 A.D. at the command

of an Abbot named Victor, in a monastery dedicated to St. Michael,

in the north of Spain, and it is believed to be the earliest known

example of a pictorial Spanish Beatus. Its illumination resembles, in

one respect, the early Irish MSS. of about the same date, the figures

being much ruder than the ornamentation. The figures, however,

are much belter drawn, though the ornamentation is far less

delicate than what we find in the Celtic masterpieces of Irish art.

The colouring is barbaric, reds and yellows predominating in almost

every picture. The figure painting betrays a connection with By-

zantium, while the horse-shoe arches point to Saracenic influence.

These remarks are based on a learned and elaborate description

of the book by Dr. [ames, which occupies 26 page-- of mv catalogue.

This is the only Spanish MS. in my collection. Though not

the earliest in date, it is the most archaic in style, and the most

startling in its colouring. In only two of the ninety pictures con-

tained in it has any gold been used, and that sparingly. In vol. Ill

of my " Illustrations" will be found no less than ten plates, repro-

duced from this volume.
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Plate 28, f. 112. At the- top two angels hold a disc, bordered with stars, in

which is seated Christ with a tablet. Two elders nimbed, stand on

either side. Below, a landscape of mountain and trees, with Sol and Luna

above, and falling stars. Under each mountain a group of terror-stricken

men.

Plate 29, f. 252v. A huge green tree, full of birds, red, brown, yellow and

pink, and three nests in section with young birds. Below, a yellow ox

and Nebuchadnezzar eating a plant.
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LOT XXII.

EVANGELISTARIUM GRAECUM.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, second series, no. 99.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. XX-XXVII.

Vellum, 13£ by 10 in. ff. 378. 34 miniatures. Cent XII.

Binding : Modern purple velvet with gilt clasps and gauffered gilt

edges, one clasp missing.

As the last lot was one of the finest examples of Gothic work

done in Spain, in 894, so the present volume may be considered

the high water-mark of Byzantine art about 200 years later. It is

a marvel that a great tome which appears to have been exhibited

for a long period in some Byzantine church, should remain after

some 700 years in such absolutely perfect preservation. It was

formerly in the Hamilton Palace Library. Sold to the German
Government in 1882, it was re-sold with others, in London, in

1889, a protest, it was understood, of Prince Bismarck, against

what he considered the extravagance of the purchase, advised by the

Crown Prince.

The figure subjects in this magnificent book are of three kinds;

(a) large pictures at the beginnings of the divisions : (b) marginal

pictures without backgrounds, and pictures in initials : (c) pictures

in the text, with background. They are 34 in number.

The innumerable smaller initials throughout the book have all

the appearance of enamel, and the little figures painted beside the

text, to illustrate incidents and to represent saints, prophets, etc.,

therein alluded to, are an unusual and pleasing accompaniment to

the text.

As to the character of the script, I have certainly never seen

a Byzantine MS. more beautifully written, and, as to condition, it is
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superb. The designs of the ornament have often a very Asiatic-

look, and I cannot help thinking that the artist must have had in

his mind the colouring of Oriental carpets and rugs.

PLATE 30, 1. 1. The border, in which blue predominates, is of conventional

foliage. The writing below, the opening of the Gospel of St. John, is in

gold, the capital E having all the delicacy of an enamel. The picture i>

divided into two parts : on the left the risen Christ, triumphant in death,

grasps the wrist of an aged man (Adam), who emerges from a sarcophagus,

while prostrate Death clutches at his knees, and Eve, in red, prays in the

background. King David and another prophet look on. In the picture,

on the right, St. John, bearded and nimbed, looks up to the Divine Hand,

while he dictates his Gospel to Prochorus, his secretary.
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LOT XXIII.

PERSIAN LITERATURE.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, second series, no. 100.

H. Y.T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. XXVIII-

XLIY.

Oriental paper, lGf by 7 in., ff. 438. 38 miniatures. Cent. XV (1410).

Binding : Oriental black leather, gilt and blind tooled, with flap.

This MS. which I obtained from M. S. Bing, the Paris dealer

in Oriental works of Art, was made for presentation to Iskander,

the grandson of Timur, the great Turki conqueror, generally

known as Tamerlane. He was assassinated a few years after the

presentation to him of this volume. Its date is 1410 A.D. The

late Mr. Michael Kearney, who, in 1900, wrote what I believe to

be an excellent account of it, for my catalogue, attributes its

origin to either Shiraz or Isfahan. But Dr. F. R. Martin, of Stock-

holm, the author of " Miniature Painting and Painters of Persia,

India, etc." and a great authority on Oriental MSS., wrote to me
subsequently as follows :

" I am almost certain that your fine

MS. was made, not at Shiraz or Isfahan. The great art centre at

that time was Samarkand. The ornamentation is in true Samarkand
style. The most interesting of the MS. are the decorated pages.

They are of great value for our knowledge about a rich epoch from

which almost only the monuments of Samarkand are left."

In my " Illustrations" I give no less than \7 plates of the 38

illuminated pages, because the best early Persian work is little

known, and because it is interesting to compare it with the best

contemporary European book-painting, e.g. the " Belles Hemes du
Due de Berri," the production of which coincides exactly in date

with this volume of Persian literature.
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This MS. is a compilation of 39 books in a single volume,

beautifully written by two hands in an extremely minute Ta'lik

character, with a great quantity of line and delicate ornamentation,

besides 38 miniatures of high quality. There are several Bible

pictures among them, such as Adam and Eve, Noah and the Ark,

Abraham sacrificing Isaac, etc.

Plate 31. This MS. opens with two beautiful Unwilns (frontispieces), of

which this plate is half of one. Nothing in Western art surpasses in

intricate elaboration, these splendid Unwans, in which blue and gold

predominate. Perhaps the)- are most comparable to some pages of the

Book of Kells and the Lindisfarne Gospels.

Plate 32, page 231. A polo game in which Gustasp is the principal player,

but the Emperor of Rome is also one. Polo is, of course, a game of Eastern

origin ; I believe I witnessed the first polo match in the British Isles, be-

tween two cavalry regiments, in the Phoenix Park, in 1871.
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LOT XXIV.

FRENCH GOSPELS.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, Second Series, no. 68.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. XLV-
XLVIII.

Vellum, 9£ by 7| in. ft'. 194. Cent. IX-X.

Binding: Brown leather, cent. XVI, with modern gilding.

A fine example of a MS. of the tenth century, written in a

Caroline hand, with examples of the formal clean-cut initials,

characteristic of the period, and two drawings of Evangelists.

Manuscripts of this period are extremely rare. As parallel examples,

I may mention (1), a Gospel given by Ebon, archbishop of Reims,

to the Abbey of Hastviller (Epernay), illustrated by Bastard. (2),

a MS. containing the lives of St.Columban and his disciples which

came into the Turin Library from the Monastery of Bobbio. I

presume it was burnt in the fire of 1904, and the only surviving

record is a plate in the " Atlante Paleographico-Artistico " (Turin,

1899).

Plate 33, f. 11. The letters L and I elegantly interlaced on the opening

page of Matthew. For the two figures of the Evangelists reference must

be made to my " Illustrations," vol. III. It will be noticed that the

decoration and script are absolutely Carolinian, while the figures are

altogether Byzantine.
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LOT XXV.

WILLIAM OF TYRE.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, First Series, no. 42.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. XLIX-LI.

Vellum, 13f by 9£ in. ff. 211. 25 Historiated Initials. Cent. XIII

(1250-60).

Binding : Stamped leather over boards, 5 bosses on each side.

This is one of two MSS. of the " History of the Crusades," by

William of Tyre, which were used by Paulin Paris in his work on

that author, published in Paris in 1879. William (born 1130, died

1190), was a Frenchman, and was made Patriarch of Tyre in 1167.

The volume is interesting as being almost contemporary, about

sixty or seventy years after the death of the historian, and is a fine

example of a Historiated Chronicle of Events. The decorative work

consists of a miniature to each book, of very good and interesting

style. There is little gold : the drawing is excellent. The colours

which predominate are light blue and orange scarlet.

The value of the historiated initials, both for their artistic merit

and for their animated drawing, may be gathered from the six

examples which are given in this catalogue. The whole 25 are to

be found in vol. Ill of my " Illustrations."

K 2
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Plate 34. Specimens of the 25 interesting miniatures which adorn the book.

(1) The death of Sanguius, murdered by his chamberlains.

(2) A gvoup of boys lighting : the one in a dark robe is Baldwin IV.

On the right Baldwin shows his bleeding arm to William, then Archdeacon

of Tyre, who discovered from the fact that the wounds did not hurt the

boy that he was leprous.

(3) The Patriarch Amaury joins the hands of King Amaury and Mary.

(4) This seems to represent Richard I receiving the King of France and

the Queen of Sicily, who are landing from a ship.

(5) A barelegged man in mail, beneath whose black horse a foal is

running, is pursued by a troop of knights. This picture has not yet been

identified.

(6) Bishop Adhemar of Le Puy lying dead surrounded by ecclesiastics.
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LOT XXVI.

POLYBIUS : PEROTTI'S TRANSLATION.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, Third Series, no. LXXXVII.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. LVII,LVIII.

Vellum, 13| by 9 in. ft". 174. Cent. XV (c. 1470).

Binding : Original brown stamped leather ; rebacked, the sides in

good preservation, in a Venetian style.

This volume is a tine specimen of a Latin translation of a

Greek classic, of the best period of Florentine work, and it has a

place in my collection as the only example of the white ribbon

decoration, which was a favourite mode of adorning the initials of

these books. The binding also is original and interesting. The

vellum is of fine quality and the script most careful.

Plate 35. A good specimen of the white foliage ornament so fashionable

in North Italy in the 15th century. Pope Nicholas V, to whom the trans-

lation is dedicated, was Pope from 1447 to 1455, and was a generous

patron of young literary men.
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LOT XXVII.

PORTULANO, by GIOVANNI BENEDETTO.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, Second Series, no. 95.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. LIX, LX.

Vellum, 8| by 5| in., ff. 20. 1543.

Binding: Red velvet.

It is rarely indeed that a MS. Mappemonde of the 16th century,

by a known Italian artist, precisely dated, can be found extant and

intact ; and it is equally interesting that the great nobleman, Arthur

de Cosse, for whom it seems to have been made, should have his

arms emblazoned on the first page.

At the beginning of the volume is a folding Map of the World,

measuring 2b} by 17£ in., in the border of which are inscribed

the initials G. B., and the date 1543. These initials remained mys-

terious until M. Henry Harrisse identified them as belonging to

one Giovanni Benedetto, whom some treasury receipts in the reign

of Francis I style "Jean-Marie dit Benedict, du pays de Siennois,

expert en cosmographie."

Pi.atk 36. The ai ins of Marshal de Cosse painted on an additional fold of the

large mappemonde. Above, in the scrolled border of the map, which is of

bine and gold, are the initials of the geographer.

PLATE 37. The North American portion of the world-map. In spite of its

rudimentary character it is far in advance of any previous map extant

at the time when Benedetto traced it. The position and the shape of

Labrador, the Gulf and the Peninsula formed by the Bate de Chaleurs and

that of Cape Breton ; Anticosti with correct dimensions and position
;

Newfoundland above all (not given in this facsimile), shown for the first

time in one piece and in its true triangular shape, with the base of the

triangle fronting south and not north as previously, cause this small map
to be a unique production for the middle of the sixteenth century.
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LOT XXVIII.

PORTULANO, by BAPTISTA AGNESE.

H. Y. T. Catalogue, Second Series, no. 96.

H. Y. T. Illustrations of 100 MSS., vol. Ill, pi. LXI-LX1X.

Vellum, 10 by 7 in., ft'. 18. Cent. XVI (c. 1550).

Binding: Venetian, Cent. XVI, olive-green morocco, gracefully

tooled, and with four silver clasps.

The Genoese cartographer, Baptista Agnese, is known to us

only by his Portulani, said by some to be as many as 60 or 70,

which have come down to us, most of which are now in public

libraries. Some of these are signed and dated, the dates ranging

from 1536 to 1564 ; several, like the present copy, are anonymous;

but the internal evidence of authorship is so strong that it is impos-

sible not to believe that they are not by the same hand as those

which are signed. These volumes were not meant for sea-captains

or navigators. They were meant to grace the tables of rich mer-

chants or princes, and are often, as in the present case, sumptuously

bound. The Emperor Charles V seems to have presented one to

his son Philip, such a volume with appropriate arms having

appeared in the Spitzer sale, when it was sold for a large price.

The present copy was bought in Rome in 1826 for 22 scudi.

Except for the compass, which was inserted in the back cover, and

which is missing, it is quite perfect.

Plate 38. The beautiful Venetian binding of olive morocco, with little

silver hands for the four clasps. Of the many Portulani which 1 have

seen, this is the most luxuriously bound. The coat of arms of the owner

and his wife are not on the binding, bul occur on folio 2.

Plate 39. In vol. Ill of my " Illustrations," I give facsimile- of eight of the

pages of this atlas, but I am only able to give here the western half of

the map of the Atlantic Ocean and the adjoining coasts. In this map and

another the Straits of Magellan are given as separating South America

from a Southern Continent.
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LOT XXIX.

THEOCRITI, HESIODI, Etc. OPERA.

Printed on vellum, folio, at Venice, Feb. 1495, by Aldus Manucius

Romanus.

Binding : Old white vellum, slightly gilt on the back.

This is a printed volume, one of the earliest of the Aldine

Classics, printed at Venice in 1495. It is included in this sale on

account of its opening page, which shows that the volume belonged

to Bilibald Pirkheimer, the great German book collector. He was

born in 1470, spent a good deal of his youth in Italy, where he laid

the foundations of his Library, and in 1497 returned to Nuremberg,

where, until his death in 1530, he never ceased to collect books,

and was renowned for the possession of the largest and best library

in Germany, and for his liberality in allowing scholars to have free

use of it. He was in very close friendship with Albert Diirer, who
made a most interesting portrait of him on copper about 1520,

designed two book-plates for him, one of which is in this volume,

and decorated some of his books with marginal drawings. Sixteen

of these were bought by Overbeck of Leyden when Pirkheimer's

library was dispersed about a hundred years after his death.

Possibly this volume may be one of them. Its antecedents were

very carefully studied by the late Mr. Kearney, to whose strong

recommendation I owe its purchase by me in 1897.

Plate 40. This frontispiece, with its rustic landscape and shepherds with

their flocks, shows a grace and sportive fancy not always revealed by

Diirer. It is in colour, heightened with gold. The arms of Pirkheimer

and his wife hang on the trees. There being no absolute certainty as to

the painter of this picture, its attribution to Diirer must be left to depend

on circumstantial evidence. If not by him, it was probably by some

pupil under his direction.
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LOT XXX.

ARISTOTELIS CUM COMMENTIS AVERKOIS.

Vellum, 2 vols, printed at Venice in 1483, by Andreas de Asola.

Exceedingly rare, only two or three copies known. Hain,

*1660. Full page illumination to each volume, and 30

Historiated Initials.

In the composition of this sale catalogue my continual difficulty

has been to avoid superlatives. The sale catalogue is a sort of

funeral of my MSS., and my endeavour has been to avoid excessive

praise, which is the bane of funeral orations. In regard to this

Lot 30, which is not a MS. but a printed book, I make an exception,

for I am quoting at full length from an article in which I described

the two volumes in the Burlington Magazine, of April, 1906, a

description which possibly errs on the side of too great eulogy. It

represents, however, my opinion of the book when I purchased it

22 years ago, and I must admit that the lapse of time has not

diminished my enthusiasm for its extraordinary merits. The article

ran as follows :

—

THE MOST MAGNIFICENT BOOK IN THE WORLD.
Among the early printers of Italy Nicholas Jenson, the French-

man, and Aldo Manuzio, the Roman, enjoy the widest reputation.

But fewer people know Andrea dei Torresani, who, in the year

1483, produced from his press at Venice a finer book than

either of his two more famous contemporaries ever achieved. With

both of them Andrea dei Torresani, or, as he was more commonly
called, Andrea d'Asola, was intimately connected. He was the

father-in-law of Aldo Manuzio, to whom his daughter Maria was

married in 1499. He was the purchaser of the presses of Nicholas

Jenson on or shortly before the death of Jenson in H81, and from
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that year, either alone or in partnership, he continued his career as
a Venetian printer till his death in 1529, a period of no less than
forty-eight years. When his son-in-law, whose partner he became
in 1499, died in 1514, leaving behind him three young sons and a
daughter, Andrea became the guardian of his four grandchildren.
For the eldest he obtained an appointment at Asola, his native
place, a little town near Mantua, not to be confounded with the
better known Asolo in the Venetian territory, the home of the Queen
of Cyprus and afterwards associated with the poet Browning. The
second grandson, Antonio, became a bookseller at Bologna

; the
third, Paolo Manuzio, who was an infant of three years old at the
death of his father, Andrea brought up at his house in Venice until

he was of age to take a part in the business of the firm. I have
given these particulars in order to show the long and varied experi-
ence of Andrea in the business of a Venetian printer.

Let us now say a few words about the Latin edition of the
works of Aristotle, with the commentary of Averroes, the first com-
plete edition of the philosopher ever given to the world.

This copy consists of two immense volumes, in size 16£ by
11 in., and printed throughout with the blackest ink on the choicest
and the whitest vellum. The weight of the whole work is 33 pounds.
The print is of two sizes, a larger size for the text, a smaller size for
the commentary, closely resembling, if not identical with, the
Gothic types of Jenson. Most of the numerous books into which
the work is divided open with an initial finely ornamented in the
North Italian style with pen-work, painting, and the heads of
philosophers

; but the most distinguished feature of the book is

the title-pages of the two volumes, each of which is elaborately
adorned by the hand of some painter apparently of the Ferrarese
school. On folio 1 of the first volume is represented Aristotle, who
sits on a rock, and with uplifted hand instructs the Cordovan
Averroes, who, with pen in hand and inkpot and book lying on the
ground beside him, drinks in the wisdom of his Greek instructor.

The ornamentation, consisting of a tasteful arrangement of pearls
and rubies, gems and nymphs, cupids, satyrs and deer, may be
allowed to speak for itself. It is sufficient to say that it is equal to

the very finest Italian miniature work of the period—the end of

the fifteenth century. But attention may profitably be directed to

the hexameter line, written in gold Roman capitals, which runs as
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follows:—ULMER ARISTOTILEM PETRUS PRODUXERAT ORBI. The

question at once arises, who was this Petrus Ulmer who produced

this Aristotle for the world ? I have been at some pains to identify

him, and offer, with diffidence, and in hope of further elucidation,

the following suggestion.

We have seen that Andrea d'Asola, shortly before Jenson's

death, acquired by purchase the Jenson presses. Now Jenson had

an intimate friend whom he made by his will the guardian of his

children, a German, named Peter Ugelleymer. To him he

bequeathed his punches, the matrices from which his famous types

were cast. Peter was a native of Frankfort, and was an active

man of business in Venice. What more likely than that he made

over his punches to the enterprising Andrea d'Asola, who, having

used them for the type of the Aristotle, put, by way of acknowledg-

ment, a complimentary verse on the first page, possibly presenting

this unique copy to one who had so largely contributed to its

success ? The convenience of abbreviating the unmanageable

Ugelleymer into the convenient Ulmer is manifest.

The first folio of Volume II has a similar illumination, with

seven figures of philosophers standing on a balcony, a monkey
sitting on the gilt balustrade in front of them.

I have only to add that the book was completed within the

year 1483, the dates of the different parts ranging from February to

November of that year, and the two earlier parts being issued by

Andrea in partnership with Bartholomew de Blavis. The cost of

this copy must have been very heavy, and its so prompt and

sumptuous production stamps Andrea as one of the very greatest

printers of the Renaissance in Italy.

Plate 41. This is the opening page, very much reduced, of the first volume,

which is described above.
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